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Abstract 

 

The intrinsic parameter fluctuations induced by random discrete dopants (RDD) in 

nano-scaled MOSFETs are studied by applying the quantum mechanical approach. 

The increase of effective oxide thickness (EOT) by the quantum mechanical 

corrections generally makes gate controllability worse. However, as far as ultra thin 

body (UTB) devices, the increase of EOT improves gate controllability by 

suppressing leakage current because it reduces electrical body thickness by the 

constraint of the physical body thickness. 

1 Introduction 

Nano-scaled MOSFETs with doped channels are carefully investigated with statistical 

simulations. Considering the quantum mechanical corrections, scaling would be 

encouraged by making use of a specific range of body thickness which is originally 

insensitive to threshold voltage fluctuations.   

2 The Simulation Approach 

The quantum mechanical approach is proposed to describe the mobile carrier trapping 

around individual discrete dopants because the classical approach suffers from strong 

mesh space dependence in atomistic simulations [1]. This approach certainly gives 

consistent device characteristics with that of continuous doping. This work is carried 

out with a 3-D drift-diffusion (DD) device simulator [2]. The quantum mechanical 

corrections around RDD are included by adopting the density gradient (DG) method 

in the device simulator. 

3 Discussion 

Fig. 1 illustrates single gate SOI device structures to compare the effect of atomistic 

doping profiles. Cont is a structure with continuous doping. CIC represents the 

numerical technique of Cloud In Cell, which is commonly used in numerical 

discretizations. CIC-Full is atomistically doped one, and CIC-Ch is one doped 

atomistically in the channel but continuously in the SD regions to avoid gate length 

fluctuations.  

Fig. 2 compares threshold voltage distributions. Straight relationship means normal 

distribution and the slope represents the inverse of σVth. The threshold voltage 

crossing at 0 on y-axis is the average for each method. The difference in the average 

is caused by numerical modeling because the physical proposition is the same.  It 
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should be noted that threshold voltages for CIC-Full and CIC-Ch by the DG approach 

are consistent with that of Cont-DG. This makes sure of the validity of the quantum 

mechanical approach. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Single gate SOI device structures with different doping profiles.  

 

 
 

Figure 2: Normal probability plots of Vth for the classical approach and the DG 

approach.  

 

There can be seen three distinct features.  

1) Difference in Vth between the classical approach and the DG approach. 

2) Difference in Vth between CIC-Full and CIC-Ch doping profiles for each approach. 

3) Nearly the same slope for all methods. 
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The first one is caused by poor gate controllability due to the significant increase of 

EOT or the increase in resistance due to strong mobile charge trapping in the classical 

model.  

The second one is caused by the evaluation of electrical gate length. Fig. 3 (a) shows 

a bird’s-eye view of atomistic dopant distribution. Fig. 3 (b) shows the net doping 

profile at the middle. In Fig 3 (c), because the mobile charge is loosely trapped by 

discrete quantum potential wells, the electrical gate length is smeared at 10 nm. This 

is the reason why the Vth distribution of CIC-Full is consistent with that of CIC-Ch. In 

Fig. 3 (d), because the mobile charge is sharply trapped at dopant positions, the 

electrical gate length is reflected by the net doping profiles. Consequently, it makes 

the difference in Vth between CIC-Full and CIC-Ch doping profiles. It is suggested 

that the electrical gate length be more moderately varied than metallurgical one by the 

pure classical model.  

 

 
 

Figure 3: (a) Bird’s-eye view of a double gate device structure with atomistic doping. 

(b) Net doping concentration at the middle plane. Comparison of electron density 

distributions for the DG approach (c) and the classical approach (d). 

 

The third one comes from the thin body effect that the increase of EOT by the 

quantum mechanical corrections reduces the effective body thickness due to the 

constraint of the physical body thickness. This goes against the general understanding 

that σVth is proportional to EOT in bulk structures [3]. 

 Classical model is helpful to understand the reason why there is little difference in 

σVth (the inverse of the slope in Fig. 2). The dark space is introduced to understand 

the quantum mechanical corrections, which is assumed to be an oxide layer whose 

permittivity is that of pure silicon as shown in Fig. 4 (a). The rest of the body is white 

space. Fig. 4 (b) shows the analytical response surface of σVth [4]. It attains the 

maximum of σVth along Td = 0, but σVth is insensitive around the vicinity of peak 

electron density distributions due to the quantum mechanical corrections. It can be 
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qualitatively seen that UTB devices are insensitive to the minute variations of Td 

induced by RDD. 

 
Figure 4: (a) Schematic view of the dark space approximation.  (b) The response 

surface of σVth as a function of dark space thickness Td and body thickness Const. 

 

4 Conclusion 

Considering the quantum mechanical corrections, the increase of EOT generally 

makes gate controllability worse. However, as far as UTB devices, it overcomes poor 

gate controllability by suppressing leakage current because it reduces the white space 

thickness within the substrate. The UTB MOSFET structure with doped channels is 

one of the promising device structures for the future scaling because it is robust 

against RDD. 
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